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Abstract
Wepresent a gradiometer based onmatter-wave interference of alkaline-earth-metal atoms, namely
88Sr. The coherentmanipulation of the atomic external degrees of freedom is obtained by large-
momentum-transfer Bragg diffraction, driven by laser fields detuned away from the narrow 1S0–

3P1
intercombination transition.We use awell-controlled artificial gradient, realized by changing the
relative frequencies of the Bragg pulses during the interferometer sequence, in order to characterize
the sensitivity of the gradiometer. The sensitivity reaches 1.5×10−5 s−2 for an interferometer time of
20ms, limited only by geometrical constraints.We observed extremely low sensitivity of the
gradiometric phase tomagnetic field gradients, approaching a value 104 times lower than the
sensitivity of alkali-atombased gradiometers, limited by the interferometer sensitivity. An efficient
double-launch technique employing accelerated red vertical lattices from a singlemagneto-optical
trap cloud is also demonstrated. These results highlight strontium as an ideal candidate for precision
measurements of gravity gradients, with potential application in future precision tests of fundamental
physics.

1. Introduction

Matter-wave atom interferometry has rapidly grown in the last decade and is proving to be a powerful tool for
investigation of fundamental and applied physics [1]. Precision interferometric devices are of particular interest
in gravitational physics, where they allow highly accuratemeasurements of gravity acceleration [2], gravity
gradients [3, 4], gravity curvatures [5] and theNewtonian gravitational constant [6]. The investigation of novel
interferometric schemes which implement atomic species other than themore commonly used alkali atoms is
seeing increasing demand, particularly for dramatic improvements of fundamental tests of general relativity
[7–11] and gravitational wave detection in the low-frequency regime [12–14]. Improving the precision and
sensitivity of interferometricmetrology devices, as well as understanding and characterizing the limitations of
novel interferometric schemeswith non-alkali atoms [15] is an important step towards the goal of heralding a
new generation of viable precisionmeasurement devices to be employed in the search of newphysics [16].

In this article, we demonstrate the first differential two-photonBragg interferometer based on the
intercombination transition of strontium atoms. This forbidden transition is a thousand times narrower than
the transitions previously employed in two-photon atom interferometers with alkali and alkali-earth atoms.
Moreover, taking advantage of particular properties of 88Sr isotope, we demonstrate a high-contrast
gradiometer with an extremely low sensitivity tomagnetic field gradients. The paper is organized as follows: in
section 2, we illustrate the principle of Bragg interferometry with particular reference to strontium atoms and
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the narrow intercombination transition; in section 3, we describe the apparatus; and in section 4, we present and
discuss the experimental results.

2. Background

The interest in alkaline-earth-metal (-like) atoms for precision interferometry has grown rapidly during the last
decade because of their unique characteristics [7, 14, 15, 17–21]. For instance, their 1S0 ground state has zero
angularmomentum and, in particular, bosonic atoms such as the 88Sr isotope do not even have a nuclear spin, so
their ground state has zeromagneticmoment atfirst order. This leads to ground-state 88Sr being extremely
insensitive to straymagnetic fields, aboutfive orders ofmagnitude less sensitive than alkali atoms [22]. Another
characteristic of alkali-earth-like atoms is their two-valence-electron structure, which leads to the presence of
narrow intercombination transitions. For strontium, the 1S0–

3P1 triplet transition has a highly favorable∼7 kHz
linewidth. This transition can be used for efficientDoppler laser cooling down to the recoil temperature and it
has recently been employed for the fast production of degenerate gases of strontium atoms [23].Moreover,
ground-state 88Sr has a uniquely negligible s-wave scattering length of = -a a2 0 [24], whichmakes this atom
very insensitive to cold collisions. Thanks to this feature, Bloch oscillations of ultra-cold 88Sr atoms trapped in
vertical optical lattices were observedwith long coherence times [25].

In pulsed atom interferometry, thematter-wave interference is realized by splitting the atomicwave packet
in a coherent superposition of two states (internal and/or external) and recombining them after a free-evolution
timeT bymeans of standing-wave pulses, namely Raman or Bragg transitions. Because of the absence of a
hyperfine structure in the ground state, Raman transitions are not available for 88Sr; instead, Bragg diffraction
can still be employed to coherently control the atomicmomentum. Bragg diffractions have the advantage of
keeping the atom in the same internal (electronic) state, somultiple pairs of photons can be exchanged between
the optical standing-wave and the atom in a single interaction [26, 27]. Thanks to thismechanism, large-
momentum-transfer schemes can be realized in pulsed atom interferometers [28]. Themomentum splitting
given by an n-order Bragg transition is  =k n k2eff , where k=2π/λ is thewave vector of the Bragg laser with
wavelengthλ. Large-momentum-transfer schemes allow the interferometer to have an increased sensitivity to
phase shifts [20]. Since the atom remains in the same electronic state during a Bragg transition, systematic effects
such as light shift are suppressed [29].

In contrast to previous experiments inwhichwe have driven Bragg transitionswith laser beams detuned
away from the strong 1S0–

1P1 ‘blue’ transition at 461nm [20, 21], in this workwe have used 689nm ‘red’ light
which is detuned away from the 1S0–

3P1 intercombination transition.
The particular combination of themuch smaller linewidth of this transition

(ΓR=2π×7.6 kHz=2×10−4ΓB in units of the linewidth of the dipole allowed blue transitionΓB) and the
much higher available laser power at 689nm,makes this transition particularly favorable for Bragg diffraction.

Indeed, at equal laser intensities and for equal two-photons Rabi frequencies, the estimated scattering rate in
a Bragg diffraction process depends only on the Bragg order n. In particular, for n=2 the single photon
scattering rate in the red is four times less than the scattering rate calculated in the blue. Furthermore, the higher
laser power available at redwavelengths allows operation at amuch larger relative detuning from resonance than
whenworkingwith the blue transition (Δ/ΓR>102Δ/ΓB), while keeping similar Rabi frequencies.

As a result of these facts, there are several benefits of atom interferometers performed on the narrow
intercombination transition of 88Sr atoms as presented in the following sections. In particular: themuch higher
interferometer contrast than previously obtainedwith the blue transition and the possibility to employ the same
red light for efficient double-launches from a singlemagneto-optical trap (MOT), through fast frequency tuning
of the trapping red light across the narrow transition. Indeed, this configuration represents a great simplification
over previous gradiometer and gravimeter launch sequences realizedwith strontium atoms [20, 21].
Furthermore, we demonstrate for the first time the expected ultra-low sensitivity tomagnetic field gradients of a
strontium atomic gradiometer.

3. Experimental setup andmethods

The experimental setup for cooling and trapping 88Sr atoms is similar to the setup used in earlier Bragg
interferometry experiments, previously reported in [20, 21]. Themain difference consists of a new laser scheme
based on red lasers tuned at 689nm, adopted to create the traveling and standingwaves (Bragg pulses, optical
lattice trapping)necessary tomanipulate the atomicmomentum (see figure 1). In brief, it relies on an optically-
amplified sub-kHz linewidth laser source at 689nmcomposed of amaster laser (frequency stabilized external-
cavity diode laser, referenced to the intercombination transition [30]) and a set of slave diode lasers/tapered
amplifiers. Afirst slave diode laser (SL1), injection-locked to themaster, is used to set themain detuningΔ of the
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Bragg pulses from the atomic resonance.With the use of a double-pass acousto-opticalmodulator (AOM1) it is
possible to change the detuning in the range−95MHz< D < +145 MHz
(−1.2×104<Δ/ΓR<+1.9×104). The twoBragg beams are generated by two independent tapered
amplifiers, seeded by two separate slave lasers (SL2, SL3), optically injected by SL1. The relative frequency
between the twoBragg beams is set by two independent double-pass AOMs (AOM2 andAOM3) tomatch the
Bragg resonance condition for the free-falling atoms and to generate accelerating lattices. Frequency ramps for
the AOMs are generated by programmable direct digital synthesizers. The two beams are independently shaped
in amplitude (two additional AOMs provide aGaussian amplitude profile [31]) and sent to the atoms via
polarizationmaintaining fibers. The power available at eachfiber output is about 120 mW.Both beams are
shaped and collimated to a 1/e2 radius ofw0=2.25 mm.

The experimental sequence is as follows: an ultra-cold 88Sr sample is produced in a two-stageMOT, as
described previously [20, 21]. About 2×106 atoms are trapped in 1.5s, with a temperature of 1.2μKand a
spatial radial (vertical) size of 300 μm (50μm) full-width half-maximum.After theMOT is released, about 50%
of the atoms are adiabatically loaded over 100μs into an optical lattice, realized by the two counter-propagating
red Bragg laser beams.With a detuningΔ=−95MHz, the lattice trap depth isU=20Er in recoil units (where

= ( )E k m2r
2 is the recoil energy of 88Sr atoms for 689 nmphotons). The atoms remain in the stationary lattice

for about 500 μs to allow themagnetic fields from theMOT stage to fully dissipate, after which they are
accelerated upwards at a rate of 30 g (where g is acceleration due to gravity) in about 3ms, by frequency chirping
the upper red beam. The launched atoms are then adiabatically released from the accelerated lattice in 90 μs.

After a timeTs (typically 10 ms <Ts<30ms, corresponding to a gradiometer baseline 2.7cm<Δz<3.9
cm), the same launch procedure is repeated by trapping the residual free-falling atoms from theMOT. In this
case, by adjusting the second launch duration, it is then possible to precisely set the relative final velocities of the
two launched clouds. This procedure also ensures that the final launch frequency for the second launch is lower
than that of the first launch, preventing interactions between the first launched cloud and the second
accelerating lattice. For the gradiometer, we set the launch parameters to produce two clouds of 5×105 atoms
each, with a center-of-massmomentumdifference of 36k (where = = –v k m 6.6 mm sr

1 is the recoil
velocity for 689nmphotons).

After the launch, the two clouds are each velocity-selected by an individual sequence of Braggπ-pulses in
order to narrow themomentum spread before the interferometer sequence. An initial 35 μs-long 1st-order
(n= 1) pulse selects a narrowmomentumdistribution, and a following set of 25 μs-long 2nd-order (n= 2)
pulses spatially separates the selected cloud from the residual launched cloud. The sequence for each cloud
differs in the total number of pulses and in the direction ofmomentum imparted. This results in two velocity-
selected clouds of about 5×104 atomswith amomentum spread of 0.15k , separated inmomentumby
precisely D =p k4 . This guarantees that both cloudswill interact simultaneously with all the 2nd-order Bragg
pulses we use for the interferometer. The entire launch and selection stages take 50 ms. TheMach–Zehnder-like
interferometer sequence consists of three 25 μs long 2nd-order Bragg pulses, equally separated by a timeT (up to
25 ms). In order to get the exactmirror and beam-splitter pulses, the amplitude of each pulse is properly tuned.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the red Bragg laser setup. The source is based on a sub-kHzmaster laser at 689nm, referenced
to the 88Sr intercombination transition, which injection-locks a series of slave diode laser (SL1, SL2, SL3) amplifiedwith two tapered
amplifiers (TA1, TA2). Afirst acousto-opticmodulator (AOM1) is employed to set the detuning from resonance for both Bragg
beams. The light coming out from this AOM is then sent to two secondary slave lasers, SL2 and SL3, which produce the twoBragg
beams. Their relative frequencies are set by AOM2andAOM3 in order to create standing or travelingwaves and tomatch the Bragg
resonance condition. Light beams coming out of these twoAOMs are power amplified through two independent tapered amplifiers
(TA1 andTA2). Afinal set of AOMs (AOM4 andAOM5) is employed to shape the Bragg pulses with aGaussian amplitude profile. The
two beams are then injected into polarization-maintaining fibers and sent to the atomic sample vertically along opposite directions.
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Wenote here that other launch schemes are possible with strontium, resulting in both clouds having the
exact same velocity at the beginning of the interferometer sequence. For example, thanks to the low scattering
rate of the of the 1S0–

3P1 strontium transition, it is possible to perform an initial launch from the released red
MOTand then turn theMOTbeams andmagnetic fields back onwithout disturbing the launched cloud,
trapping all the residual atoms in a secondary redMOT. Fromhere, a vertical optical lattice can be turned on
when thefirst launched cloud reaches apogee, effectively trapping two interferometer clouds at a desired
separation along the lattice. The reason for choosing to proceedwith the previously described double-launch
method, which ends with both clouds having a different input velocity, is that wewere able to obtainmore atoms
per interferometer cloud, allowing a higher signal-to-noise ratio at the output.

Finally, after the interferometer sequence, the two output ports of the two simultaneous interferometers are
detected in time-of-flight by collecting thefluorescence signal induced on the dipole allowed transition. The
detection is done about 40ms after the last pulse is applied (see inset infigure 2), when the twomomentum
states of each interferometer are sufficiently separated in space. The population at each output port is then
determined throughGaussian fits of the respective fluorescence signal. The relative population for each
interferometer is plotted one against the other, in order to obtain an ellipse, fromwhich the relative phase can be
extracted [32].

3.1. Artificial gradient generation
In order to characterize the sensitivity of our gradiometer to relative phase shifts, we induced awell-controlled
artificial gradient between the two interferometers, during the interferometer sequence. Themethod initially
proposed to compensate for the loss of contrast due to gravity gradients in atom interferometers [33], is based on
the use of interferometer pulses with differing effective wavevector keff. Specifically, an artificialΓartif is realized
by changing the relative wavelength between the beam-splitter pulses (π/2-pulsewithwavevector keff) and the
mirror pulse (π-pulse withwavevector keff+Δ keff). Themain effect of this change is to unbalance the
momentum transfer between the two branches of the interferometer, generating an additional phase shift term,
which depends on the initial position and velocity of the atoms [33]. In the gradiometer configuration, we expect
an additional phase shift term as:

fD = - D D + D( ) ( )k z vT2 , 1artif eff

whereΔv is the velocity difference between the two clouds at the interferometer input. This extra term can be
interpreted as an artificial gradient along the vertical z directionwith an amplitude G = Dk k T2artif eff eff

2. In
our experiment, we are able to control keff through the use of AOM1 (by applying a frequency jumpΔπ between
pulses), andΔz by setting the timeTs between the two successive launches, bothwith extremely high precision.
By using thismethod, it is then possible to set a specific phase offset between the two interferometers . In this
way, a non-degenerate gradiometer ellipse graph, suited for the determination of gradiometer sensitivity, can be
produced. The total phase difference between the two arms of the gradiometer, when incorporating the artificial
gradient is:

Figure 2.Bragg gravity gradiometer experimental sequence. Two 88Sr atomic clouds are launched upwards (z-axis) in a fountainwith
accelerated (30 g) optical lattices. The separation timeTs between the launches sets the baselineΔz for the gradiometer. Immediately
after the second launch a series of velocity selection pulses are applied to both clouds preparing the lower and upper clouds in a
momentum state ñ∣p0 and + ñ∣p n k20 respectively. A sequence ofπ/2−π−π/2 Bragg pulses interacts simultaneously with both
clouds generating aMach–Zehnder interferometer withmomentum splitting n k2 and pulse spacingT. The inset shows a typical
detection signal, with the two arms of each interferometer resolved using fluorescence detection. AGaussian fit of the signal peaks
resolves the number of atoms in eachmomentum state, giving the relative population for each interferometer.
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fD = - G + G D + D( ) ( ) ( )k T z vT , 2eff artif
2

whereΓ∼−3×10−6 s−2 is the gradient due to Earth’s gravity.
Compared to othermagnetically-induced phase-shiftmethods [32, 34], used to control ellipse phase and to

characterize gradiometer sensitivity, the artificial gradientmethod relies only on optical frequency jumps, which
can be controlledwithmuch higher precision.Moreover, the possibility to drive Bragg pulses close to a narrow
transition, allows the use of a single AOM to easily driveπ/2- andπ-pulses symmetrically displaced to the red
and blue side of the resonance,maintaining identical Rabi frequencies and scattering rates.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Interferometer contrast
We investigated the benefit of using light tuned to the intercombination transition to drive Bragg pulses by
comparing the observed contrast of singleMach–Zehnder interferometers. The interferometer contrast as a
function of its timeT is comparedwith the contrast obtainedwith Bragg interactions on the strong blue
transition (see figure 3).We observed a slower contrast decay for the red Bragg transitions, with contrast levels as
high asC= 0.42 forT=80ms, obtained for a relative detuningΔ/ΓR=1.25×104 and a Bragg beam radius
of 2.25mm (compared to a relative detuningΔ/ΓB=100 for the blue). From an exponential fit of the data in
figure 3we obtain amaximumdecay time of τR2=130(50)ms,which represents an improvement of a factor of
about three, with respect to the rate observedwith blue Bragg (τB=39(6)ms).We attribute this result to the
much lower single-photon scattering rate during each Bragg pulse on the intercombination transition, as well as
to themuch larger relative detuning.

It is important to notice that further improvements in the contrast decay rate are foreseen, by reducing the
radial expansion of the atomic cloud andBragg beamswavefront aberrations, as already suggested in previous
work [20, 35].

4.2. Lattice launch efficiency
One of the advantages of the red laser system lies in the possibility to employ it for an efficient double-launch
sequencewith accelerated lattices. Compared to themore commonly used ‘juggling’ technique [36–38], in
which the two gradiometer clouds are obtainedwith two separateMOTs, we canmakemore efficient use of the
atoms prepared in a single redMOT, eventually resulting in a tremendous reduction of the total cycle time of the
gradiometer.We characterized the trapping and launch efficiencies, in order tofind the best launch parameters,
bymeasuring the number of atoms available for the interferometer sequence at the end of the launch. Figure 4
shows the launch efficiency as a function of two different lattice parameters: the upper red lattice beam chirping
rate (setting the lattice acceleration), and the final frequency detuning (setting thefinal velocity of the launched
cloud).

Figure 3.Comparison ofMach–Zehnder interferometer contrast with ‘blue’ and ‘red’Bragg pulses, respectively driven by laser beams
near the strong 1S0–

1P1 blue transition at 461nm (blue circles) and the narrow 1S0–
3P1 red intercombination transition at 689nm

(red triangles and orange diamonds), for different beam radiiw0. The contrast decay observedwith red Bragg beams is always slower
thanwith the blue ones. From an exponential fit of the data the decay times (blue, red and orange lines) are τB=39(6)ms and
τR1=89(13)ms, τR2=130(50)ms respectively for blue, and red Bragg. For the red Bragg, smaller beam radii and larger detuning
improve the contrast decay.
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The launch is typically performed by choosing an absolute detuning from the resonance of about
Δ=−95MHz for both lattice beams. The choice of detuningwas determined experimentally tomaximize the
number of atoms available after the launch. In general, we took care toworkwith detunings from resonance far
from the photo-association line atΔ=−24MHz, both for the launch and the interferometer, since the change
in the scattering lengthwould eventually produce unwanted phase shifts in the gradiometer [39]. Given a total
intensity of lattice beams on the atomof about 950mWcm–2, we estimate a scattering rate in this condition of
about 60s−1 and a lattice trap depth ofU=20Er.

An efficient launch requires fulfilling the condition for the acceleration to be lower than the critical
acceleration ac, to avoid Landau–Zener tunneling [40]. In our condition, we estimate amaximumpossible
acceleration of ac=4×103m s–2. Due to thefinite lattice lifetime, the lattice launch is then performed typically
over a short time, with considerably large accelerations. Setting a typical launch height to 2.5cm, corresponding
to afinal relative frequency detuning of 2 MHz, we found an optimumvalue for the lattice beam chirping rate of
850kHzms–1, corresponding to an acceleration of 30g. Under these conditions, we obtain comparable launch
efficiencies (up to 10%, see figure 4)with respect to lattice launch efficiencies obtainedwith far-detuned lattice
laser light, as previously reported in [21].

In a typical experimental cycle, the launch sequence is repeated two times with similar parameters. In terms
of absolute atomnumberwe typically obtain about 5×104 atoms in each cloud, enough to provide a sufficient
signal at detection.Higher efficiencies have been observed (up to 32%, seefigure 4(b) for smallerfinal lattice
frequencies (750 kHz) and for smaller lattice chirp rate (750 kHzms–1). This efficiency is a combined effect of a
reduced chirp rate and a reduced launch time, which, in the latter configuration is only 1ms, indicating
additional loss channels of atoms. To explore this conjecture, we performed lifetimemeasurements of atoms
held in a static red lattice. The observed lifetime for a steady 689nm lattice forΔ=−95MHz is only∼30ms, a
value almost 20 times smaller than the expected value estimated by solely single-photon resonant scattering
events. This indicates clearly that additionalmechanisms such as parametric heating effects [41] and additional
contributions to resonant scattering from the spontaneous emission spectrumof red tapered amplifiers are
strongly limiting the lattice lifetime.We interpret these as themain limitations for the observed launch efficiency
for launch times longer than fewms. Indeed, being only a technical limitation, we expect that the use of quieter
lasers, with lower intensity noise and smaller spontaneous emission (for example by using solid-state Ti:Sa laser
systems), would result in a large improvement in launch efficiency also for longer launch durations.

4.3. Relative phase shift sensitivity
Wecharacterized the sensitivity of our gradiometer by including awell-controlled artificial gradient between the
two interferometers as described in section 3.1. Figure 5(a) shows the obtained gradiometric ellipses for differing
detuning jumpsΔπ between theπ/2- andπ-pulses, forT=20ms. In our case, a relative shift of almostπ/2 can
be induced for ourmaximumdetuning jumpΔπ=239MHz (red squares). This technique allows us to induce
a large additional relative shift between the two clouds. In our case, the effect of gravity gradients is in fact too
small with respect to the current sensitivity (black triangles).

Figure 4. Lattice launch efficiency as a function of frequency chirp rate (a) andfinal lattice frequency detuning (b). For a fixedfinal
lattice frequency detuning of 2MHz the launch chirping rate that optimizes the launch efficiency (∼8%) is close to 850kHzms–1. A
larger launch efficiency can be obtained at the expense offinal lattice detuning (e.g. final cloud vertical height). Typical final lattice
detuning is set to 2.8MHz (2.2 MHz) for the first (second) launch. These parameters guarantee a sufficient height of both clouds for
the interferometer sequence and for separatefluorescence detection ofmomentum state in time offlight. In these conditions about
5×104 atoms are launched in each cloud.
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Figure 5(b) shows themeasured relative phase shifts for two cloudswith a velocity separation of
D = /v k m4 and three different cloud separations:Δz=2.7 cm (black squares),Δz=3.2 cm (red circles)

andΔz=3.6 cm (blue triangles). In each case, themeasured phase shift agrees with the expected phase
estimated from equation (2).

We estimated the Allan deviation of themeasured phase shift to characterize the short-term sensitivity of our
gradiometer. Figure 6 shows the Allan deviation of three independent sets of 3740measurements each for
T=20ms and gradiometer baselineΔz=3.2 cm. The relative phase shifts were obtained by inducing an
artificial gradient of up toΓartif=2.8 s−2 with a frequency jump respectively ofΔπ=−159MHz (black
squares),Δπ=−179MHz (red circles) andΔπ=−229MHz (blue triangles). The cycle timewas set to 2.4s
for an overallmeasurement time of about 2.5h.

For all the datasets, the Allan deviation scales as t-1 2 (where τ is the averaging time) showing that themain
noise contribution comes fromwhite phase noise. The relative phase sensitivity at 1s is 210mradwhich, for our
experimental parameters (2nd-order Bragg pulses,T= 20 ms,Δz=2.7 cm), corresponds to a sensitivity to
gravity gradients of 5×10−4 s−2.

Figure 5. (a)Measured relative populations for the upper and lower interferometers (plotted one versus the other) for differentπ-
pulse frequency jumpΔπwith gradiometer timeT=20ms. Changing the detuning for theπ-pulse induces an artificial gradient;
increasing the artificial gradient opens the ellipse progressively, demonstrating the appearance of afixed relative phase between the
upper and lower interferometers. (b)Relative phase shifts obtained by least-square ellipse fitting for different frequency jumpsΔπ at
three different separationsΔz:Δz=2.7 cm (black triangles,T = 15 ms),Δz=3.2 cm (red circles,T = 20 ms) andΔz=3.6 cm
(blue squares,T = 30 ms). Lines represent 95% confidence levels of thefitted dataset. Fitted values of the relative phase shift as a
function of the frequency jump are consistent with the theoretical estimations from equation (1) and equation (2)within the
confidence level.

Figure 6.Allan deviation of the relative phase shift for a dual interferometer with 2nd-order Bragg pulses,T=20ms and a baseline
Δz=3.2 cmwith an artificial gradient corresponding to three different detuning frequency jumps. TheAllan deviationwas
calculatedwith 20 points per ellipse, and it scales as τ−1/2 (red line) showing a sensitivity at 1s of 210mrad.
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Integrating up to 1000 s, we reached a best sensitivity to gravity gradients of 1.5×10−5 s−2,mainly limited
by detection noise due to the limited optical access of our chamber. As a comparison, figure 6 also shows the
estimated shot-noise limit [3], which lies about a factor of 10 below the current experimental sensitivity. It is
worth noticing that limitations to the present level of sensitivity aremostly technical and not fundamental.
Improvements in the current atom trapping and detection chamber are foreseen in order to increase the atom
detection efficiency and the interferometer timeT. Indeed, based on these results, no fundamental limitation is
foreseen in reaching the state-of-the-art gravity gradiometry sensitivity of rubidium (Rb) atom interferometers.

4.4.Magneticfield sensitivity
Given the level structure of Sr atoms, with specific reference to zero-spin bosonic isotopes, it is expected that a Sr
Bragg interferometer will be largely insensitive tomagnetic fields. Indeed, the dominant shift of the ground 1S0
state arises from the diamagnetic term in theHamiltonian for the atomic electrons [42]. This contribution yields
the same scalingwithmagnetic field amplitude as the second-order Zeeman effect, with coefficientβ;5.5
MHzG–2, computed using accurate electronic wave functions [22]. In alkali atoms this shift is substantially
larger; for example in Rb atoms, it is 5×104 times bigger. The corresponding systematic phase shift, in the
presence of amagnetic field gradient, is given by [43]


f p bD = ¢ - ¢( ) ( )n k

m
T B B B B4

2
, 3M

u u l l2
0 0

where ( )B u l
0 is the staticfieldmagnitude and ¢ ( )B u l is thefield gradient, for the upper u (lower l) interferometer.

Compared to the alkalis, it is therefore expected that this systematic effect will be suppressed by a factor
approaching 105.

In the case of themaximumachievablemagnetic field gradient allowed by ourMOTcoils during the
interferometer sequence ( ¢ =B 12u G cm–1, ¢ =B 9l G cm–1 computed for themaximum separationΔz=3.9
cm), the estimated relative shiftΔfM due to this term in a gradiometer withT=20ms isΔfM;30mrad.

Experimental tests of this estimation have been conducted by applying amagneticfield gradient ¢B during
the interferometer sequence. In particular, by turning on themagnetic field gradient only between the
interferometer pulses (and removing the artificial gradient), we observed no appreciable differential phase
accumulation between the two interferometers. It is worthmentioning that this observation is consistent with
the small phase shiftΔfM expected, since the sensitivity at small ellipse angles (Δf<100mrad) degrades to
100mrad, due to systematic errors in the ellipsefitting for our noise level [34].

The situation becomesmore complicatedwhen amagnetic field gradient is applied over the entirety of the
interferometer duration.Here, a further phase contribution arises from the small, but non-zero effect of the
upper 3P1magnetically sensitive state, which is coupled to the ground state by the red light during the pulses.
Indeed, when amagnetic field gradientB′ is applied over thewhole interferometer sequence, as shown in
figure 7, a small but non-negligible differential phaseΔfM=(250±25)mrad has been observed. The ellipse
contrast is slightly reducedwhen themagneticfield gradient is applied during the pulses due to the different Rabi
frequencies on the upper and lower interferometers.

Although an investigation of this additional effect is not the subject of the present paper, we emphasize that
thesemeasurements demonstrate the expected low sensitivity of a 88Sr Bragg gradiometer to externalfield
gradients. Indeed, all the experimental tests have been conductedwithmagnetic field gradients at least 103 times
larger than those typically present in similarmeasurements conducted on alkali atoms [44]. As amatter of fact,
by applying such a largemagnetic field gradientB′ on aRb interferometer, onewould expect to observe a very
large differential phase shift of fD = ´1.4 10 radM

Rb 3 , completely spoiling the interferometer coherence itself,
due to the differential phase shift acquired across a single atomic cloud of typical size [43]. As a result, the
observed differential phase shift on a 88Sr gradiometer is about 104 times less than for a gradiometer based onRb,
about one order ofmagnitude higher that the theoretical expectation. However, with an improved gradiometer
experimental setup, we expect to be able to perform a precisionmeasurement of the diamagnetic effect in
strontium.

5. Conclusions

We reported on thefirst gradiometer based onBragg atom interferometry of ultra-cold 88Sr atoms. Using a high-
power laser source at 689nm, detuned from the narrow intercombination transition, we could both drive the
Bragg transitions and efficiently launch two cold atomic clouds froma singleMOT.We are able to obtain a
higher interferometer contrast, up to 40%at interferometer timeT=80ms, demonstrating a lower contrast
decay rate than previously observed [20].We characterize the sensitivity of our gradiometer by introducing an
artificial gradient, reaching 1.5×10−5 s−2 after 1000s integration time.Most significantly, the predicted
insensitivity tomagnetic field gradients of strontium atoms has been demonstrated here for thefirst time. In
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particular, the observed low sensitivity, of about 104 times less thanRb, allows the operation of the gradiometer
even in presence ofmagnetic field gradients up to 12Gcm–1, large enough to prevent other gradiometers based
on alkali atoms fromworking.While the small size of our cell limits themaximumbaseline of the
interferometer, thus limiting the sensitivity to gravity gradients, the key features of this new interferometer have
been shown.We envision the use of this newly developed gradiometer in future precisionmeasurements of the
shift of the ground state of strontiumdue to the diamagnetic term and future precisionmeasurements of
gravitational fields. A strontiumBragg interferometer could also be the basis of future tests of fundamental
physics [7] and high accuracymeasurements of Newtonian gravitational constantG [45]. Recently we became
aware of the demonstration of a high-visibility large-area atom interferometer ( > k100 ) employing Bragg
diffraction pulses on the intercombination transition of ytterbium atoms [46].
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